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Abstract
I extend work from Krakauer et al. (2020), who propose a conception of individuality
as the capacity to propagate information through time. From this conception, they
develop information-theoretic measures. I identify several shortcomings with these
measures—in particular, that they are associative rather than causal. I rectify this
shortcoming by deriving a causal information-theoretic measure of individuality. I
then illustrate how this measure can be implemented and extended in the context of
evolutionary transitions in individuality.

1 Introduction

In a recent publication, Krakauer et al. (2020) proposed a novel way to define indi-
viduality in information-theoretic terms, which departs from more common ways to
define this concept using an evolutionary, metabolic, or immunological perspective.
They propose that an individual is an aggregate entity that propagates information
through time while preserving its integrity. Starting from this general statement, they
propose information-theoretic measures based on mutual information to characterize
it. One intuitive way to understand their approach is to suppose a population of bio-
logical entities whose activities can be measured. The measurements obtained can
then be packaged into summary measurements—to which I will refer as a partic-
ular ‘coarse graining’—corresponding to candidate individuals. With this particular
coarse-graining at hand, one can then assess the extent to which it is effective in track-
ing the state of the population at a later point in time. Levels of individuality, from this
approach, correspond to coarse-grainings that permit the most accurate predictions.
Krakauer et al.’s approach provides a principled way to define individuality. Further,
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the range of applications for these measures goes well beyond the notion of biological
individuality. In this paper, I will primarily be concerned with their approach in a
biological context and, more particularly, an evolutionary one.

In addition to providing a principled way to define individuality, Krakauer et al.’s
approach has several other strengths. The first is that it anchors a conception of indi-
viduality as a property that comes in degree rather than a property that is either present
or absent. This makes sense from the point of view of the history of life where new
levels of individuality emerged from a succession of so-called evolutionary transitions
in individuality (ETIs), a topic I will revisit in Section 6. Viewed from the perspec-
tive of ETIs, collective-level individuality is a property that is often gained gradually
rather than abruptly. Second, Krakauer et al.’s approach leads to a conception of indi-
viduality devoid of metaphysical commitments. This is so because, following their
account, no level is regarded as the level of individuality; a level is fundamentally
a level of description, and there can be multiple levels at which individuality can be
attributed. This permits sidestepping the problem of defining in what sense a new level
of individuality can emerge. Here, ‘emergence’ amounts to simply recognizing that
describing a setting at a particular coarse-graining permits accurate predictions of the
future states of this setting (see Bourrat, 2023 for more on this point).

Notwithstanding my enthusiasm for Krakauer et al.’s approach, their account has
several flaws and requires further elaboration. In this paper, I focus on one short-
coming: that the account is based on associative rather than causal measures. Using
the interventionist account of causation (Pearl, 2009; Woodward, 2003) and recent
work applying this account in the context of information theory (Griffiths et al., 2015;
Pocheville et al., 2017; Bourrat, 2019), I refine Krakauer et al.’s approach by deriv-
ing a causal measure of individuality. Second, I show how this causal measure can
be deployed to assess whether an ETI has occurred, following the ecological scaf-
folding model proposed by Black et al. (2020). Further, I provide additional causal
information-theoretic measures that could be useful in the context of this model.

2 Basics of information theory

Krakauer et al.’s account is grounded in information theory (Shannon, 1948; Cover &
Thomas, 2006). Thus, to assess their proposal, it is important to understand the basics
of this theoretical framework. At the heart of information theory is Shannon’s (1948)
notion of entropy, symbolized by H . The Shannon entropy of a random variable X ,
H(X), represents the expected uncertainty about X . Uncertainty can be conceived
of here as the expected number of yes/no questions that one must ask to know the
value of the variable. For instance, in the case of a variable with four equiprobable
possible values, one must ask, on average, two yes/no questions to know the value of
the variable. It follows that the Shannon entropy of this variable is 2 bits of information.
Formally, assuming that X is a discrete random variable (an assumption I will make
for all the variables used here), we can define its entropy as:

H(X) = −
N∑

i=1

p(xi ) log p(xi ), (1)
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where
∑N

j=1 represents the sum over the N possible values of X , p(xi ) represents the
probability of the value xi occurring, and log is the logarithm operator. Any base for
the logarithm can be used. Two commonly used bases are 2, which results in entropy
measures in bits, and e, which results in entropy measures in nats.

Entropy can also be defined for two or more variables. This is known as ‘joint
entropy,’ which represents the amount of uncertainty about this set of variables. For-
mally, the joint entropy of X and Y , H(X ,Y ), is:

H(X ,Y ) = −
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

p(xi , y j ) log p(xi , y j ), (2)

where
∑M

j=1 represents the sum over the M possible values of Y , and p(x, y) repre-
sents the joint probability of the values xi and y j occurring together.

Similarly, entropy canbedefined for a variable conditionedon another. The resulting
entropy, known as ‘conditional entropy,’ represents the amount of uncertainty about a
variable that remains once the value of another variable is known. Formally, starting
from the definitions of entropy and joint entropy, the entropy of Y conditioned on X ,
H(X |Y ), is:

H(X |Y ) = H(X ,Y ) − H(Y ) = −
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

p(xi , y j ) log
p(xi , y j )

p(y j )
. (3)

From these three definitions of entropy, one can define a fourth measure known
as ‘mutual information,’ symbolized by I . The mutual information of two random
variables represents howmuch uncertainty is gained about one variable once the value
of the second variable is known. In other words, it measures the amount of overlap or
the degree of association between the two variables. Thus, it serves a similar purpose
as covariance in variance/covariance analyses (though, see Garner & McGill, 1956,
for an analysis of the differences between the two approaches). Formally, the mutual
information between X and Y , I (X; Y ), is:

I (X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ) = −
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

p(xi , y j ) log
p(xi , y j )

p(xi )p(y j )
. (4)

There are several useful relationships between the four measures presented above,
in addition to I (X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ) and H(X |Y ) = H(X ,Y ) − H(Y ). They
can be found in any textbook on information theory (e.g., Cover & Thomas, 2006).

With the basics of information theory in place, in the next section, I move to
Krakauer et al.’s information-theoretic account of individuality.
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3 Information-theoretic measures of individuality

Krakauer et al. define several notions of individuality, all of which rely on mutual
information. To understand their approach, we must first suppose a discrete Marko-
vian stochastic process defined by a set of random (micro)variables producing data.
A stochastic process is a set of random variables indexed over time. A Markovian
stochastic process is a stochastic process for which the state at a particular time step t
depends solely on the state of the process at the time step t−1. From there, Krakauer et
al. assume that one can coarse-grain these (micro)variables into two (macro)variables:
S for ‘system’ and E for ‘environment,’ as represented in the directed acyclic graph
(DAG) in Fig. 1. Note that the particular way the microvariables are coarse-grained
can be purely arbitrary. With n microvariables, there are a priori 2n −2 possible ways
to partition these into two macrovariables, where S can be composed of one, two, ...,
or n − 1 microvariables, and, consequently, E is composed of n − 1, n − 2, ... or one
microvariable.1

With this setting in place, Krakauer et al. aim to assess whether the macrovari-
able S, following a particular coarse-graining, scores high in individuality using their
information-theoretic measures. Importantly, different coarse-grainings might score
identically on individuality. This does not represent a problem for Krakauer et al.’s
account, since they embrace the idea that individuals can be nested.

As mentioned in the introduction, at the core of Krakauer et al.’s account is the
idea that ‘individuals are aggregates that “propagate” information from the past to the
future and have temporal integrity’ (Krakauer et al., 2020, p. 212). I should clarify here
that I understand this statement as the aggregate system itself being causally involved
in its future state (or that of its offspring). This follows from the minimal conception of
what it is to be an individual in the evolutionary or Darwinian sense (Godfrey-Smith,
2009, 2015). I believe this idea can be extended to other conceptions of individuality
and that Krakauer et al. would agree with me that a system that would be passively
reconstructed through time due to some environmental factors without the capacity to
change its future state is not an individual. Rather, it is merely a reconstructed entity.

To formalize their account, Krakauer et al. propose to start from the mutual infor-
mation of the couple S and E at a particular time t , and S at a later time t + 1,
I (St , Et ; St+1). Following the chain rule formutual information (seeCover&Thomas,
2006, pp. 23–24), this mutual information can be decomposed in two ways:

I (St , Et ; St+1) =
A∗

︷ ︸︸ ︷
I (St+1; St )+

nC︷ ︸︸ ︷
I (St+1; Et |St )

= I (St+1; Et )︸ ︷︷ ︸
E i

+ I (St+1; St |Et )︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

. (5)

We can see from Eq. 5 that the first way I (St , Et ; St+1) can be decomposed is as the
sum between I (St+1; St ), the mutual information between S at t and at t + 1, and
I (St+1; Et |St ), the mutual information between E at t and S at t + 1 conditioned on

1 Note that the same partition would be considered the ‘environment’ in half the combinations and the
‘system’ in the other half.
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Fig. 1 Directed acyclic graph of the system-environment interaction proposed by Krakauer et al. Modified
from Krakauer et al. (2020)

S at t . Following Krakauer et al., I will refer to these two terms as ‘A∗’ and ‘nC ,’
for ‘autonomy’ and ‘non-closure,’ respectively. Intuitively, if the state of the system
at t + 1 is entirely explained by the state of the system at t , the environment at t had
no influence on the system at t + 1; thus, nC is nil, or, in other words, the system
is informationally closed. Krakauer et al. associate a high value of A∗ with a type of
individuality they call ‘organismal individuality,’ noting that ‘it should be high when
the system is largely in control of its environment’ (p. 214). In contrast, they associate
a high value of nC with a type of individuality they call ‘environmental[ly] determined
individuality’ (p. 215).

The second way to decompose I (St , Et ; St+1) from Eq. 5 is as the sum between
I (St+1; Et ), the mutual information between E at t and S at t+1, and I (St+1; St |Et ),
the mutual information between S at t and at t + 1 conditioned on E at t . I will refer
to these two terms as ‘Ei’ for ‘environmental influence’ and, following Krakauer et
al., ‘A’ for ‘autonomy’ in a distinct sense from A∗, respectively. An analysis of ‘A’
and ‘A∗’ and their interpretation as forms of autonomy is explored in Bertschinger et
al. (2008). Again, intuitively, if the state of the system at t + 1 is fully explained by
the state of the environment at t , the system at t did not influence the system at t + 1;
consequently, A is nil. When A is maximal, the state of the system at t does not depend
on the state of the environment at t − 1. Krakuer et al. associate this property with
a type of individuality they call ‘colonial individuality’ and propose microbes as an
example because they ‘share only a small amount of information with the environment
in which they live’ (p. 215).2

In the next section, I argue that Krakauer et al.’s proposal that these three measures
refer to different concepts (or types) of individuality is in tension with the idea that an
(informational) individual has temporal integrity and propagates information through
time, where propagation is interpreted causally.

4 Against pluralism about individuality

In the previous section, we saw that starting from the two decompositions in Eq. 5,
Krakauer et al. proposed that three of the four terms—namely A∗, A, and nC—
represent concepts or types of individuality. An alternative way to consider Krakauer

2 Krakauer et al. propose more fine-grained decompositions of the four measures—A∗, A, nC , and Ei—
following Williams and Beer (2010). However, they note that Williams and Beer’s proposal has been
criticized and no consensus has been reached on an alternative decomposition. For this reason, I will not
present these decompositions here.
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et al.’s approach would be as providing different measures that refer to a single con-
cept of individuality. nC , A∗, and A would each capture partially or indirectly what
individuality entails. Following this interpretation, Krakauer et al. would be ‘measure
pluralists’ but ‘concept monists’ about individuality. While this is a possibility, and
Krakauer et al. do not dismiss it outright, I do not think this corresponds to their view
considering, as we saw in the previous section, that they explicitly associate each mea-
sure with a different type of individuality (p. 215). Further, they do not provide any
reason to favor one of the three measures.

Ifmy reasoning is correct, it is only fair to considerKrakauer et al. as concept plural-
ists regarding individuality. In principle, I have nothing against this type of pluralism.
Different concepts of individuality can play different roles in different contexts (see
Clarke, 2010; Lidgard & Nyhart, 2017; Wilson & Barker, 2019). However, if the dif-
ferent concepts are supposed to refer to the very same idea—the view that an individual
is an entity that propagates information through time and has some integrity—there
is ground to explore whether one of the three measures is better than the others at
characterizing individuality in that respect.

Krakauer et al. remain silent on this latter point. However, they should not be blamed
for this, as I see their contribution as foundational—that is, infusing the literature with
new ways of thinking about individuality. That being said, the question of the possible
superiority of one of the three measures remains. This section addresses this issue. I
argue that the measures nC and A∗, proposed by Krakauer et al., do not correspond
to an adequate concept of individuality as a system propagating information through
time with some integrity. In the following section, I show that, in the particular set-
ting proposed by Krakauer et al., A performs better than the two others. However, it
remains an associative rather than a causative measure. From there, I propose my own
information-theoretic measure of individuality that better corresponds to Krakauer et
al.’s verbal formulation.

Starting with nC , the reason it should be discarded as a measure directly character-
izing individuality is rather simple. nC measures a relationship between E and S over
time, while individuality solely concerns S over time, following Krakauer et al.’s own
proposal. However, it should be clear that rejecting nC as a measure corresponding
to the proposal that an individual is a system propagating information does not imply
that this measure should be regarded as generally useless. On the contrary, as we
saw, nC provides a measure of the system’s sensitivity to environmental influences.
If nC is small, environmental influence is small; thus, the integrity of the system
is retained over time. However, this does not, in and of itself, give us an indication
of the system’s degree of individuality. This is so because the system might also be
a very poor predictor of its state in the future. In consequence, a low nC could be
measured in both systems that would not be considered by anyone as individuals and
systems that are indubitably individuals. Assuming the same degree of individuality
between the two systems, a different value of nC between these two systems might
help us evaluate the degree to which these systems differ in their intrinsic capacity
to change under new environmental conditions.3 This feature might be an important

3 This capacity is sometimes called ‘evolvability’ (see Brown, 2014 for an analysis).
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property of individuality if the notion of individuality is understood more broadly than
informational individuality, as proposed by Krakauer et al.

Moving to A∗ and A, the main issue with these measures is that they are associative
rather than causal. This is so becausemutual information (like covariance) is ameasure
of dependence, not causation, between two variables. To be clear, this problem is also
encountered with nC , but we already established that it does not represent an adequate
measure of individuality per se.

To understand this problem, let us start with A∗ (A will be discussed in the next
section) and notice that high mutual information between S at t and at t + 1 does
not mean that a prior state of S is causally responsible for this association. This is
so because E at time t might be a confounding variable. Similarly, a high covariance
(or correlation, which is a standardized covariance) between two variables does not
mean that one causes the other. Yet, as I argued above, I take it that in the statement
that an individual S propagates information, earlier states of S must be a cause of its
subsequent states, not merely that the states are simply correlated. This represents a
problem because we could imagine a setting in which the environment at any time step
fully determines both the system’s and environment’s state at the next time step, as
represented in the DAG in Fig. 2. In such a case, St and St+1 would be associated, but
the relationship would not be causal, only correlational. In the next section, starting
from themeasure proposed byKrakauer et al., I provide a causal information-theoretic
measure of individuality that lives up to the causal requirement.

5 A causal information-theoretic measure of individuality

The interventionist account of causation (Woodward, 2003, 2016; Pearl, 2009; Pearl
et al., 2016) has been developed to distinguish whether two variables are causally
related rather than merely associated. Following this account, X is a cause of Y if
intervening on the value of X leads to a change in the value of Y . An intervention on
a variable is defined as a change in the value of this variable that does not lead to any
other change in any other variable that is also causally upstream of the putative effect
variable of interest at the time the intervention is performed. Formally, an intervention
is characterized with the do(.) operator, symbolized here with a ‘̂.’

Importantly, it should be noted that an intervention is an idealization; as such, it
can never be observed in the real world. Randomized control trials (RCTs) and some

Fig. 2 Directed acyclic graph in which the environment fully determines the state of the system and its state
at the next time step. This creates a correlation between the state of the system at a given time step and that
of the next one
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very controlled experiments (e.g., in physics) are the most faithful way to emulate an
ideal intervention in the physical world. In the case of an RCT, each participant of the
trial is assigned randomly one of the different treatment groups (including a control
one). This procedure ensures that if the number of participants is large enough, any
difference in outcome between these groups will be due to the difference in treatment.
Randomization ensures that any variable that would otherwise be correlated with
the treatment variable (i.e., a confounding variable) is decorrelated from the treatment
variable. Thus, any difference observed between the different groups can be interpreted
as if it were the result of an ideal intervention.

When dealing with observational data, by definition, no experimental procedure
can eliminate confounding variables. Nonetheless, assuming a particular causal model
represented by a DAG, an ideal intervention can be emulated if the paths between the
variables of the candidate causal relationship satisfy a number of properties. If these
properties—the exposition of which would go well beyond the scope of this paper—
are satisfied, an ideal intervention can be emulated using an adjustment formula (Pearl
et al., 2016, chap. 3). This formula allows us to express the outcome of the do(.)
operator on a variable using only standard conditional probabilities.

Recently, Griffiths et al. (2015; see also Korb et al., 2011; Ay & Polani, 2008;
Pocheville et al., 2017) have proposed information-theoretic measures of causal rela-
tionships based on mutual information within the interventionist framework. I will
apply them here in the context of individuality. Starting from the definition of an indi-
vidual as an aggregate that (causally) propagates information through time, within
Krakauer et al.’s framework, we can define a measure of individuality as the causal
mutual information between the system at t and t + 1, so that:

Â = I (St+1; Ŝt ), (6)

where Ŝt represents the variable S intervened upon at t .4

Unlike A∗, which is a measure of association between St and St+1, Â represents a
causal measure of individuality that better corresponds to the idea that an individual
causally propagates information. If we take again a setting in which the environment
at t fully determines the system at t+1, one would find that Â is 0 because there would
be no causal relation between St and St+1, while A∗ might be positive simply because
the environment is a common cause of the system over two or more successive time
steps as would be the case in Fig. 2.

Until now, I have argued that Â represents a better measure of individuality than A∗.
This is so because it is a causal rather than an associative measure. However, I have
said nothing about A. As mentioned earlier, an intervention is an idealization. Recall
that this means it cannot be enacted in the real world but only emulated following an
adjustment formula that involves conditioning on factors that could be potential con-
founders (see Pearl et al., 2016, chap. 3). Once this adjustment formula is applied to
the model proposed by Krakauer et al., the minimal conditioning that yields an equiva-

4 Note that this and other causal measures rely on a probability distribution for the intervened upon states
of Ŝ. It might be chosen to be uniform, identical to the distribution of S in the population studied, or again
within a ‘normal’ range of values, depending on the explanatory goals of the measure. See Griffiths et al.
(2015) and Pocheville et al. (2017) for discussions of this point.
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lence with Â from observations is Et , so that Â = I (St+1, Ŝt ) ≡ I (St+1; St |Et ) = A.
Thus, in this setting, A corresponds to Â. However, it is important to note that Â and
A are not equal in general. This is so because they have been derived from two differ-
ent perspectives, only one of which explicitly employs causal reasoning. Following
a causal conception of individuality, Â corresponds better to the idea that a system
causally propagates information.

To see the importance of this point, we need to move away from Krakauer et al.’s
specific model. Suppose a setting in which the time does not represent a point but
a slice (T ), in such a way that the system and the environment can influence each
other not only between time slices but also within time slices. We further assume that
the environment is fine-grained into two variables, Ea and Eb, and that the following
relationships between variables hold: Ea influences Swithin time slices and influences
its state between time slices; Eb influences both its state and the state of S between
time slices; finally, S influences Eb within time slices and its state between time slices.
The DAG of this setting is presented in Fig. 3. It is a simple example of a (dynamic)
2-time-slice Bayesian network (see Koller, 2009, chap. 6, for details).

In this model, Â would still be defined as I (ST+1, ŜT ). However, the adjust-
ment to obtain an equivalent measure to Â would not be I (ST+1; ST |ET ) =
I (ST+1; St |EaT , EbbT ) = A. This is because adjusting for EbT here would elimi-
nate the indirect causal effect of ST on ST+1 mediated by the EbT . Instead, the correct
adjusted measure would be I (ST+1; ST |EaT ).

Before moving on, I should note that some of the authors in Krakauer et al. (2020)
developed causal notions of informational flow and autonomy in Ay and Polani (2008)
and Bertschinger et al. (2008), respectively, which are similar to the measure Â pro-
posed here. In particular, Bertschinger et al. (2008) showed the limits of a correlative
notion of autonomy. Given the explicit links between autonomy and informational
individuality, it is surprising that Krakauer et al. did not extend their work to take into
account the problems of non-causal association.

Fig. 3 Directed acyclic graph of a (dynamic) 2-time-slice Bayesian network in which the system and
environment interact. The environment is fine-grained into two variables, Ea and Eb . T represents a time
slice rather than a point in time
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Having proposed an alternative conception of informational individuality to the
one proposed by Krakauer et al., in the next section, I turn to ETIs and show how this
account of individuality can be deployed and elaborated in this context.

6 Evolutionary transitions in individuality and causal information

Modern organisms are the result of a succession of ETIs that have occurred numerous
times during the history of life (Maynard-Smith & Szathmary, 1995; Boomsma, 2022;
Bourke, 2011; Michod, 1999; Black et al., 2020; Calcott & Sterelny, 2011; Bouchard
& Huneman, 2013). Examples of ETIs include the transitions from molecules to pri-
mordial cells, from unicellular to multicellular organisms, and from multicellular
organisms to super-organisms such as ant colonies or bee hives (see Bourke, 2011
for a review of the different types of ETIs with examples). More abstractly, an ETI
occurs when individuals at a given level of organization (hereafter, ‘particles’) start to
interact in such a way as to produce higher-level entities (hereafter, ‘collectives’) that
are subsequently recognized as individuals in their own right and define a new level
of organization.

A popular approach to define a new collective level of individuality, including as a
result of an ETI, is from the perspective of Lewontin’s (1970, 1985) three conditions
for evolution by natural selection: variation, fitness differences, and heritability at that
level. However, as was argued by Griesemer (2000), the three conditions presuppose
the existence of units. The project of providing an account of an ETI is precisely
to find the conditions of the emergence of new units of selection or new levels of
individuality.5 Therefore, while the three conditions might be regarded as necessary,
or at least important, for evolution by natural selection to be possible at any level
of individuality,6 they are, in and of themselves, insufficient to define a new level of
individuality. At the very least, they must be complemented with another approach
that points to some properties of individuality.

Although Krakauer et al. do not discuss how their approach could complement
Lewontin’s approach to Darwinian individuality, they connect it to the multilevel ver-
sion of the Price equation (p. 220). The Price equation is a tool of choice in evolutionary
theory (see Luque, 2017;Okasha, 2006; Price, 1970, 1972; Rice, 2004). Okasha (2006)
provides an analysis of which the conclusion is ‘that Price’s equation almost vindicates
the Lewontin conditions’ (p. 37). In Bourrat (2021a), I further demonstrated that some
of the limitations classically associated with the Price equation also apply to Lewon-
tin’s conditions given the similarities between the two approaches. In particular, to
apply the multilevel version of the Price equation, one must partition a population
of particles into collectives. However, it is well known that the specific partitioning
used can be purely arbitrary (Okasha, 2006; Heisler & Damuth, 1987; Damuth, 1985;
Bourrat, 2021a, d). Thus, no justification for the particular partitioning used in themul-

5 I will consider here that a new level of individuality is equivalent to a unit of selection.
6 Godfrey-Smith (2007) provides an analysis in which he shows that the conditions are not sufficient for
evolution by natural selection.
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tilevel Price equation can come from the equation itself. Krakauer et al.’s approach
(and its causal counterpart proposed here), by providing the resources to establish
which partitioning(s) can be considered a unit or informational individual, could be
used as a principled way to choose the partitionings that characterize levels of indi-
viduality, thereby usefully complementing a Pricean or Lewontinian approach in an
evolutionary context.

Being able to find the relevant units upon which to apply Lewontin’s conditions or
the multilevel version of the Price equation—an important aspect of ETIs—is not the
only use of Krakauer et al.’s framework in the context of ETIs. In the remainder of
this section, I show how it can also be deployed and elaborated in the context of the
ecological scaffolding model for ETIs. Although I do not show it here, the potential
relevance ofKrakauer et al.’s framework goes beyond the ecological scaffoldingmodel
in the context of ETIs.

To begin, suppose that, in the process of coarse-graining a set of microvariables
into two macrovariables, an observer finds a coarse-graining where S1 and E1 are the
macrovariables (as represented in Fig. 4), where S1 scores high on ÂS1 . Following the
reasoning developed in the preceding sections, this would mean that S1 represents a
bona fide characteristic level of informational individuality. Further, assume that there
is no other way to coarse-grain the microvariables that leads to the same or a higher
score for Â. We now let the system evolve for some time and want to know whether
an ETI is occurring. How shall we proceed?

Ecological scaffolding has recently been proposed as a mechanism by which a
transition could occur (Black et al., 2020). According to this model, an ecological
scaffold—that is, specific ecological factors—can initiate the formation of collec-
tives exhibiting Lewontin’s three conditions. Initially, the three conditions are better
characterized as Lewontin-like, following Bourrat’s (2022) terminology, because if
the ecological scaffold were to be removed, the collectives would disintegrate. Pro-
gressively, however, as the transition proceeds, the scaffold becomes endogenized so
that even once the ecological conditions change or if the scaffold were removed, the
integrity of collectives would remain. Under one possible scenario of ecological scaf-
folding, the scaffold results from the particles’ activities, similar to niche construction
(see Bourrat, 2022, for discussion). Black et al. (2020) provide several biological situ-
ations in which the ecological scaffolding model could be relevant. Note, importantly,
that the ecological scaffolding model and, more particularly, the scenario involving
niche construction is by no means the only path through which an ETI can occur
(Bourrat et al., 2023). I only use this scenario here as an illustration.

Starting from the causal information-theoretic framework proposed here, an
ETI being initiated through the model just outlined would result in the quantity
I (E1t+1; Ŝ1t ) increasing over time, implying S1 hasmore (causal) control over the envi-
ronment through time. Note that neither this quantity nor its associative counterpart
I (E1t+1; S1t ) is discussed by Krakauer et al. Second, following a new coarse-graining
of the microvariables, where S2 and E2 are the macrovariables, one in which S2 would
comprise S1 and part of E1, as illustrated in Fig. 4b, ÂS2 would also increase over
time. One possible criterion C1 that could be used to establish that the transition (or
at least that the scaffolding process) has occurred is the following:
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4 Directed acyclic graphs illustrating the ecological scaffolding model for evolutionary transitions in
individuality (ETIs). (a) We start with the coarse-graining that separates a system and an environment into
S1 and E1, respectively, where the S1 is an individual. We let the population evolve for some time. (b) At
some point, a second coarse-graining separating a system and an environment into S2 and E2 and where S2
contains some of the microvariable initially present in E1 permits defining a system that propagates infor-
mation through time. (c) This new coarse-graining subsequently leads to a level of individuality comparable
to that of S1, at which point an ETI has occurred

C1 Assuming that S1 is indubitably a level of individuality, S2 represents a potential
level of individuality if

ÂS2

H(Ŝ2t )
≥ ÂS1

H(Ŝ1t )

∣∣∣∣
θ0

.

This requires unpacking. First, the rationale behind the criterion is that if S1 char-
acterizes a level of individuality, its level of individuality can be used as a reference
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point to assess the degree of individuality of S2. From there, we can consider that S2
defines a new level of individuality if the measure of ÂS2 is at least as high as ÂS1 |θ0 ,
as illustrated in Fig. 4c: where, at time θ0, an ETI has not occurred.

Second, there is an important reason why ÂS1 |θ0 and ÂS2 must be compared while
normalized with H(Ŝ1t )|θ0 and H(Ŝ2t ), respectively, rather than using the absolute
values. Assuming that the total number of values for the microvariables remains the
same throughout the ETI, if S2 includes part of E1, this means that ÂS2 could be higher
than ÂS , not because S2 has a higher level of individuality but because it exhibits a
higher number of possible states: that is, H(Ŝ2t ) > H(Ŝ1t )|θ0 . Using normalized
measures of Â eliminates this potential reason for the difference observed.

One drawback of normalization is that a system with very few possible states might
be regarded as incompatible with scoring high on individuality. Using only normalized
versions of Â would not allow discriminating systems exhibiting a low number of
possible states from those exhibiting a high number of states. One way to mitigate this
problem would be to use the normalized version of Â only for systems with a H(Ŝt )
above a certain absolute threshold, to be determined by the observer, compatible with
individuality.

Establishing that the coarse-graining using S2 and E2 as macrovariables satisfies
C1 would nevertheless be insufficient to show that an ETI has occurred. C1 is only
a criterion for potential individuality. This is so because, following the ecological
scaffolding model, for an ETI to be complete, collectives must retain their integrity
once the scaffold is lifted—that is, the scaffold must be endogenized (Black et al.,
2020; Bourrat, 2022; Doulcier et al., 2023; Bourrat et al., 2023; Veit, 2021; Neto
et al., 2023). Recall that, according to the ecological scaffolding scenario for ETIs,
when the scaffold is present, the units of the population are only Darwinian-like.
One way to assess whether the collectives defined by the coarse-graining where S2
and E2 are the macrovariables have endogenized their scaffold, and are thus truly
Darwinian, would be to measure whether their capacity to propagate information is
sensitive to environmental changes. If it is, this would be evidence that they have not
endogenized their scaffold and, thus, are not higher-level individuals. On the contrary,
if the information is propagated even when the environment changes, this would be
evidence that their capacity to propagate information in time does not depend on some
particular configuration of the environment (i.e., a scaffold).

One way to implement this second criterionC2, thereby extending Krakauer et al.’s
proposal, would be by measuring the variance of ÂS2 under intervention on E2 so that:

C2 S2 defines a new level of individuality if the variance of ÂS2 under the pos-
sible interventions on E2t is low—that is, (eliminating the subscript t for clarity)
Var( ÂS2 |Ê2 = ê2k ), where e2k is a possible state of E2 at t , is low.

This condition of invariance is inspired by the analysis of causal invariance and
stability initially proposed by Woodward (2000) and for which information-theoretic
measures have been proposed (see Bourrat, 2021c). Note that a measure similar to
ÂS2 |Ê2 = ê2k has been proposed as a measure of information flow in a system by Ay
and Polani (2008).
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7 Conclusion and future directions

In this paper, I made some connections between a new proposal for characterizing the
concept of individuality in terms of information theory and the well-known interven-
tionist account in the philosophy of causation. Further, I showed how this proposal
could be deployed and elaborated to characterize an ETI following the ecological
scaffolding model.

The framework proposed by Krakauer et al. is highly abstract; as such, it has great
potential to be applied across different scales and different domains. However, the
framework is not without limitations. For instance, even in its causal version, the mea-
sure of individuality proposed by Krakauer et al. cannot, in and of itself, differentiate a
genuine level of individuality from a coarse-graining that would characterize only part
of a level of individuality, such as tissues in multicellular organisms or half-organisms.
I should mention that one prima facie way to fix this problem would be to consider
that, assuming a particular timescale, individuals are only found at the coarsest grain
of description in which Â is maximal. Future work should make this condition more
precise and amend Â accordingly.

Another area of exploration worth mentioning is the links between Â and heritabil-
ity. Considering that heritability is a staple of evolutionary theory (one of Lewontin’s
conditions) and relies on a decomposition between genotype and environment that is
similar toKrakauer et al.’s system/environment decomposition, itwould beworthwhile
to explore the connection between the twomeasures and their respective frameworks to
determine whether they face the same limitations. Somework has been initiated in this
area by drawing some links between heritability and mutual information (see Bourrat,
2021b). We also know that the Price equation mentioned above can be derived in a
form that makes apparent a term of heritability (Rice, 2004; Okasha, 2006; Queller,
1992; Bourrat, 2015). Frank (2012) initiated work to provide a link between infor-
mation theory and the Price equation. It would be worthwhile to assess whether the
heritability term in the Price equation can be connected to the notion of informational
individuality proposed here.
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